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Telecosmos: The Next Great Telecom RevolutionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
An insider's guide to the exciting future of telecommunications
The last great telecommunications revolution brought us fiber optics, mobile phones, videoconferencing, and a host of other innovations that improved life and business and connected individuals in ways never imagined.  Now emerging technologies such as Voice over Internet Protocol...


		

Pragmatic Software Testing: Becoming an Effective and Efficient Test ProfessionalJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A hands-on guide to testing techniques that deliver reliable software and systems
   

   Testing even a simple system can quickly turn into a potentially infinite task. Faced with tight costs and schedules, testers need to have a toolkit of practical techniques combined with hands-on experience and the right strategies...


		

A First Look at ASP.NET v 2.0Addison Wesley, 2003
Drawing on extraordinary insider access to Microsoft's ASP.NET development team, three renowned ASP.NET experts cover every key platform enhancement, from Master Page templates for standardizing look and feel to improved security and data- access controls. They go far beyond already published white papers and previews, presenting...






		

From a Philosophical Point of View: Selected StudiesPrinceton Press, 2004
One of the most important philosophers of recent times, Morton White has spent a career building bridges among the increasingly fragmented worlds of the humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences. From a Philosophical Point of View is a selection of White's best essays, written over a period of more than sixty years. Together these...

		

Read & Think Spanish, Premium Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2017

	Your first-class ticket to building key Spanish language skills


	From the bestselling Read & Think series, this fully-illustrated third edition of Read & Think Spanish brings the Spanish language to life! In addition to introducing, developing, and growing key vocabulary, this book gives you an insider’s look at the...


		

Hacking the Hacker: Learn From the Experts Who Take Down HackersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Meet the world's top ethical hackers and explore the tools of the trade


	Hacking the Hacker takes you inside the world of cybersecurity to show you what goes on behind the scenes, and introduces you to the men and women on the front lines of this technological arms race. Twenty-six of the world's top white hat...






		

Analytically Tractable Stochastic Stock Price Models (Springer Finance)Springer, 2012

	Asymptotic analysis of stochastic stock price models is the central topic of the present volume. Special examples of such models are stochastic volatility models, that have been developed as an answer to certain imperfections in a celebrated Black-Scholes model of option pricing. In a stock price model with stochastic volatility, the random...


		

Beginning HTML5 Games with CreateJSApress, 2014

	Beginning HTML5 Games with CreateJS provides a hands-on approach to get you up and running with the most comprehensive tools available for HTML5 Canvas game development. Whether you are brand new to...


		

SDL Game Development: (Black & White)Packt Publishing, 2013

	BLACK & WHITE EDITION


	If you're good with C++ and object oriented programming, this book utilizes your skills to create 2D games using the Simple DirectMedia Layer API. Practical tutorials include the development of two wickedly good games.


	Overview

	
		Create 2D reusable games using...







		

Webster's New World Telecom DictionaryWebster's New World, 2007
Webster’s New World Telecom Dictionary, by Ray Horak, is a comprehensive telecommunications dictionary of more than 7,500 terms critical to understanding voice, data, video, and multimedia communications system and network technologies, applications, and regulation. Given the convergence of computing and communications, the book also...

		

Hadoop: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Get ready to unlock the power of your data. With the fourth edition of this comprehensive guide, you’ll learn how to build and maintain reliable, scalable, distributed systems with Apache Hadoop. This book is ideal for programmers looking to analyze datasets of any size, and for administrators who want to set up and run Hadoop...



		

The Art of Computer Virus Research and DefenseAddison Wesley, 2005
Symantec's chief antivirus researcher has written the  definitive guide to contemporary virus threats, defense techniques, and analysis  tools. Unlike most books on computer viruses, The Art of Computer Virus Research and Defense  is a reference written strictly...
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